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Introduction

In attempting to clear the ground for an attack on the problem of re-

lative maxima and minima of two quadratic or hermitian forms with an

infinite number of variables, the author found that various questions in-

sistently arose concerning the equivalence of pairs of forms in a finite number

of variables and their reduction to normal type. The methods of attack

in this theory as set forth in the literature seem to lack systematic unity.

Not only are different devices employed for the treatment of the various

phases of the problem, but these devices vary for different cases of the

same phase. In investigating the problem of maxima and minima the author

uncovered fundamental principles which may serve as a new interpretation

of the problem of equivalence and make possible a new and more unified

conception of the treatment. This new foundation for the theory of bi-

linear forms is set forth in this memoir while the problem of relative extrema

is developed in the succeeding one.t

To exhibit the formal connection between the problems of relative extrema

and of equivalence of pairs of forms, we note that in considering the bi

linear forms

l, n l,n

Mx, y) = X atj Xj Vi,        P(x> y)—ff hij xj Vi >

and their equivalence under linear transformations, it is customary for

convenience to study the pencil of forms

(1) A(x,y)-lB(x,y)

with which is intimately connected the matrix ||a<; — ¿bij\\. This intro-

duction of a parameter À is on the other hand a familiar device in the

problem of relative extrema.   For example, on setting up the problem

* Presented to the Society, December 29, 1920.

f Relative extrema of pairs of quadratic and hermitian forms, these Transactions,

vol. 26, pp. 479-494.   This will be referred to as II.
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(2) Aix, x) = minimum, Bix, x) = 1,

we are led to a consideration of the minimum of

(3) Aix, x) — XB(x, x).

In the consideration of either problem the linear homogeneous equations

obtained by equating to zero the partial derivatives of (3) with respect

to xi (or of (1) with respect to yj),

(A) (Oii — l-biilX^-h(Oin — M>in)xn =   0 (i  =   1, ••",«),

are of fundamental importance.    In addition to these, the equations

(4') (aij — XbiJ)yi-\-h (anj — Xbnj)yn = 0       (j = 1, ..., n),

obtained by differentiating (1) with respect to x¡, often come into con-

sideration. The homogeneous equations (4) have a solution when and only

when X is a characteristic number, that is, one of the « zeros ^ • • •, Xn of

the determinant |oy—Aby\. On setting X equal to Xk, denoting the corre-

sponding solutions of (4) by

X<*>   =   (xf.---,xf),

multiplying the equations by xf>, ••-,xnk) respectively and adding, there

results the fundamental relation

(5) A(X«>, X»)—lfcJ»(XW, X<fc>) — 0,

which may be compared with (1) and (3).

Any finite solution of the minimum problem (2) will be among the «

possible solutions of (4). At least in the case where the coefficients A (x, x)

and B(x, x) are real and the latter form is positive definite, a minimum

exists and we note from (5) that the solution

XV = (xW,---,x?),

corresponding to the smallest characteristic number Xx and normalized to

make B(x, x) = 1, furnishes to A the minimum value ^.

When B is definite, the other « — 1 solutions of (4), X(2>, • • -, X(n\

also have interpretations as minima, as we shall briefly sketch. Adding

to the minimum problem (2) the orthogonal condition
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(6) ¿?(X<», x) = Zhqxfx, = 0,
ij

leads in formal fashion (II, § 3) to a consideration of the minimum of the

expression

A(x, x)—XB(x, x) — 2pB(Xm, x),

which, on differentiation with regard to xt, gives the non-homogeneous

linear equations

(7) H(aij-lby)xJ = p[&fl *?> + ... + «>]
j

in the variables xit Xi, ■ ■ -, xn. It turns out in the case where B is definite

(and even in a more general case) that p is 0 and that the solution of

the extended minimum problem is thus also a solution of (4), which on

account of the relation (6) cannot be X(1) and hence from (5) must be

X» = (of ,...,*£>),

corresponding to the second smallest characteristic number 4, and furnishing

to Aix, x) the minimum value A2-

One may seek the minima under the successively added conditions

(8) BiXM, x) = 0,     • • -,     BiX«*-», x) = 0,

where X(3), ■••, X(n_1) are the solutions of the successive problems. For-

mally this leads to a consideration of the minimum of

Aix, x) — XBix, x) — 2pxBiXm, x)-2/*„_i.B(X<»-1>, x),

and hence to the linear equations

(9)     £(«<,-*&<,)*, = i>í2bilxp+.--+rn_12bi¡¿ri)i t %

and (6) and (8) together with the quadratic relation Bix,x) = 1. Here

again it turns out that when B is definite (and even in a more general

case), all the /*'s are zero and the solution of the minimum problem is the

solution X(n) of the equation (4), corresponding to the largest characteristic

number Xn which on account of (5) gives Aix,x) the value ln-

On the other hand the problem of determining equivalence of pairs of

forms is closely associated with that of finding linear transformations
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of the 2« variables x and y into new variables x, y, such that the bilinear

forms A and B in the new variables will have simple shapes. The

coefficients of the new variables in the form A (x,y) will be compounded

from the a's, §'s, r¡'s, the coefficient a'u of x[y'k being

Ziyifnf = ¿(S(i), *<*>),

as may readily be seen by actual substitution. In the same manner the

bilinear form B(x,y) is transformed by (10) into ^b^x^y^ where

Ki = Zby^r¡W = Bi?\^).
ij

The transform of A(x,y) — XBix,y) is of course

^¡a'kix'iy'h — XZ^iy'k-
kl kl

The matrix notation lends itself very readily to such linear transform-

ations of bilinear forms, being compact and having a simple arithmetic.   Let

IXI
^ • • • s?

j(»). . . JW)

Y\

,«. In

,w...,w

and denote by ¡|X|| the transposed of ||X|| (rows and columns interchanged).

Then the product ||r||-||a,j-—¿i>„-|| • ||X|| is

(11)

Za-ÇVr>V — Xb..£(PTi<-P ■ ..Za-S™ti(1) — Xb..Wii
¿-1    V*J    <i V*J    'i ¿-*   v-j     '» V*J     '

(1)

Za-.&Py™ — A&..ÏÎ«»(.»> • • -Za-WyW — ¿&..$(«>»i(¿o

the terms in the ¿th column  and ¿tth row of the matrices \\ay —

and (11) representing the coefficients of xtyk and x[y'k respectively.

The matrix (11) may be written in the form

lby\

(11')

||¿($,í)-¿5(i?,í)|| =

A($l)} ,(1))_¿JB(JW> ,(1)) . . . ¿(gW ,«)_*£($«• ?(1))

^(g(«j ,(n))_yljB(|(l)) ço.)) . . . ¿(g(»)} ,/»))_.* £(!<»>, ,0.))
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The problem of reduction of a pair of bilinear forms is then so to choose

||X||, |j F|| that this matrix (11) (or (11')) is of simplest possible shape.

Since the coefficients of the new bilinear forms are values of A(%, i¡),

B(í, i¡), the ?, r¡ must be chosen as sets of numbers such that the trans-

formation (10) will reduce A and B to particularly simple forms; to zeros

so far as possible, and the remaining ones to unity so far as possible. We

shall find that the solutions of (4) and (4') are particularly useful in this

connection, since A(t, i¡) and B(Ç, r¡) are both zeros when ?, i¡ are solutions

of (4) and (4') corresponding to distinct values of /. It turns out that in

the regular case, which includes that when B(x, x) is definite, there are n

linearly independent solutions each of equations (4) and (4'), and that if the

rows of the matrices X and Y are chosen as such solutions properly normal-

ized and orthogonalized, the new bilinear forms take on the simplest of all

shapes,

B'(x, y) = xx yx H-h xn yn,     A'(x, y) — ¿i Xi yx -\-h K xn yn-

We note further that the n solutions of (4) chosen for the coefficients of

the transformations are the solutions of the corresponding minimum problems.

The discussion (§ 5) of the solutions of (7) and (9), which are here forced

on our attention, furnishes an interesting chapter in the solution of linear

algebraic equations. The situation may be conceived of somewhat as

follows.* When in considering the solutions of (4) it is found that there

are multiple roots of the determinant \ay — Xby\, it is possible to alter

the elements so as to make all the roots distinct. On passing to the

limit so that m of the ¿'s become equal, it is fairly obvious that there

are various possibilities. Solutions of the linear equations (4) corresponding

to the infinitesimally different ¿'s may all approach the same limiting

solution, in which case there is only one linearly independent solution

corresponding to this w-valued ¿ (we shall sayt ¿-multiplicity = m, in-

dex = 1, solution-multiplicity = ni); they may all approach different

limiting solutions, in which case there are m linearly independent solutions

(¿-multiplicity = m; index = m, each solution-multiplicity = 1). Be-

tween these two extremes a variety of cases arise. If the number of

linearly independent solutions of the x's is p there will be mi,m2,---,

m^-tuple solutions respectively (¿-multiplicity = m; index = p; solution-

multiplicity = mi,m2,- - -, mp; _^mi = m). These notions have been

used by othersf in proving some of the fundamental theorems of matrices.

* Cf. examples in footnote § 5.

t Sylvester used the terms nullity and vacuity ; the terms here chosen are more in line

with those used in the theories of differential and integral equations.

|For example, Taber, On the theory of matrices, American Journal of Mathe-

matics, vol. 12, p. 3.
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We have here gone further and set up sets of related equations, called

derived equations and similar to (7) and (9), which give solutions to take

the place of those lost by the coalescing Of distinct ones. The theory

of derived equations enables us to compute each solution of (4) and its

multiplicity mo No details are here presented except those which are

pertinent to the problem in hand. The relations of the theories of derived

equations and of elementary divisors would furnish material for another

memoir.

In the irregular case where the solution-multiplicities are not all unity,

the problem of reduction of a pair of bilinear forms is thus more com-

plex than in the regular case. There will be solutions of (4) to fill

up s only of the rows of the x and y matrices, but as indicated above

there exist n — s solutions of derived equations also and these are used

to fill up the gaps. On multiplication by matrices thus formed, (11)

takes on the normal types which are well known in the theory of bilinear

forms (§ 6).

The procedure in the reduction of pairs of bilinear forms is thus made

direct and a simple method of calculation made possible. By this point

of view not only is the need made apparent for distinguishing between

the cases where the normal types are different, but many related questions

are answered. On the other hand, the reductions as worked out by

Weierstrass, Kronecker, Darboux and others are not only complex in theory

and difficult in technique but they involve the introduction of methods

which cannot be classed strictly as algebraic.

The criterion for equivalence of bilinear forms developed in § 6 must

naturally be equivalent to that ordinarily expressed in terms of elementary

divisors. The new criterion, however, appears essentially simpler in its

fundamental conception. It depends only on the notions of the solutions

of linear homogeneous and non-homogeneous equations. The necessary

and sufficient condition that two pairs of bilinear forms be equivalent is

that the ¿-polynomials be equivalent and that for any root ¿ each solution-

multiplicity for one set of equations be matched with an equal one for

the other.

As an example of the straightforward treatment possible under this new

theory, an application is made in § 7 to the reduction to normal type of

a single quadratic form, the transformation used being orthogonal.

While this memoir concerns itself only with those families of bilinear

forms which are not identically singular in ¿, the methods and results

may be extended to singular families. In that case the equations (4) or (5)

or both will have solutions which involve ¿ identically. In order com-

pletely to  characterize the type,  certain constants which occur in these
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solutions must be added to the set of invariants made up, as in the non-

singular case, of the ¿-multiplicities. Again in this singular case the methods

of reduction to a normal type consist solely of the straightforward solution

of linear equations.

After building up in §§ 2-3 the theory of the linear equations associated

with a pair of bilinear forms for the regular case and in § 5 extending

it to the derived equations for the irregular case, application is made in

§§ 4, 6 to the problem of reduction to normal type of pairs of bilinear

forms and in § 7  to the special cases of hermitian and quadratic forms.

1.  A  PAIR OF MATRICES WITH THEIR  ASSOCIATED RILINEAR  FORMS AND  SETS

OF LINEAR EQUATIONS

This paper deals with two bilinear forms

1, n 1, n

ZcijXjy^ Bix,y) =Z
ij ij

(12) A(x, y) = Z % Xj yv        B(x, y) rr= Z b{j x¡ yi

The two sets each of «s complex numbers atj, hj, which occur in the co-

efficients of these forms may be conceived of as a pair of matrices \\A\\, \\B\\.

Let it be assumed that ||P|| is non-singular;* in other words, that the

determinant |6j;| is different from zero. The two sets each of « homo-

geneous equations

(13) Z{ay-Xly)xj = 0,
j

(14) Z((Hj-Xby)yi = 0,
i

having as coefficients respectively the rows and columns of the ¿-matrix

an — Abu • ■ • ain—*-bin

a»i       / Onl • • • «h»      *• Onn

(15) \\A—IB\\ =

are of fundamental importance. In order that either set have a solution,

it is necessary and sufficient that X be a characteristic number; that is,

a zero of the determinant \ay — Aby\  formed from the coefficients.   Since

* The case where the matrix ||.á—XB\\ is singular, that is where the determinant

vanishes identically in X, is excluded from the discussion. It is shown in the texts that

for the non-singular case it is always possible by a simple transformation to take for

a basis a pair of matrices one of which is non-singular; hence we lose nothing here in

generality by assuming that ||2?|| is non-singular.
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the determinants |«y|, \by\ are respectively the constant term and the

coefficient of ¿" in the expansion of this determinant as a polynomial

in ¿, there are n zeros ¿i, •••, ¿ra of the determinant, and if A is non-

singular, none of these vanish. Some or all of the ¿-zeros may be equal.

For a simple zero Xk, the determinant \oy — Xby\ will be of rank n—1

and hence there will correspond one linearly independent solution

X») = (af,...,af)

of the equations (13) (and one

Y<*>== iyf,---,yf)

of the equations (14)). For a «-fold zero Xk the determinant will have

rank n — r, where r may have any value from 1 to q; and there will

correspond r linearly independent solutions of (13). The linearly independent

solutions of (13) may be designated primary solutions. The simplest case,

where all the ¿-roots are distinct, will be treated in § 2. The next

simplest case, where some of the ¿-roots are multiple but where to such

a root there correspond as many linearly independent solutions X as the

multiplicity (r = q), is treated in § 3. In both thèse cases the total

number of primary solutions is n. The most difficult case, where the

number of linearly independent solutions corresponding to any multiple

¿-root is less than the multiplicity, is treated in § 5.

2. Sets of linear equations.   First regular case

In this section we shall discuss the simplest problem connected with

the sets of linear equations (13) and (14), viz. when all the zeros of the

¿-determinant are distinct. The n primary solutions of (13) and (14) may

be designated respectively as follows:

(16) X^ = ixf,-..,xf) ii-= 1,.-.,«),

(16')                               F» = (tf>,..., n») (»'= i, •••,»).

If we consider the characteristic number ¿& and multiply equations (13)

by any set of numbers  Y = (yi, • ■ ■, yn) respectively and add, we get

(17) AiX<*\ Y) = hBiXW, Y).

On the other hand by considering the characteristic number Xk- and

multiplying the equations (14) by any set of numbers X = ixit - - -, xn)
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respectively and adding, we obtain

(18) A(X, F<fc'>) = h>B(X, F*'').

When we use for multipliers Y and X some solutions of (14) and (13)

respectively, the relations (17) and (18) reduce to

(19) A(X»\ F<fc'>) = 4P(X(k), Y™), A(X<*>, YW) = h'B(X^, Y™),

which, when no ambiguity can result, may be written in the form

(19') A(k, k') = 4 B(k, k'), A(k, k') = h> B(k, k').

When the characteristic numbers are different (44 40 there follow

from (19) the two fundamental relations

(20) A(k,k') = 0,       B(k,k') = 0,

which will be designated as the orthogonal relations for X(W and Y(k"> with

regard to the matrices ||oy|| and \\by\\ respectively.   Hence follows

Theorem I. The solutions X(k) and Y{k,) are orthogonal provided they

correspond to unequal characteristic numbers.

As will be shown in Theorem IV for a more general case, the solutions (16)

(and also (160) are linearly independent.

Given the solutions X(fc), Ym corresponding to the same characteristic

number 4, we shall say that X(k), Yik) are normalized provided that one

or both solutions are multiplied by constants such as will make B(k, k)

equal to unity.

Theorem H. Any solutions X(fc), Y(k) which correspond to a simple character-

istic number can be normalized.

To prove this we note from Theorem I that when k 4 k', B(k, k') = 0.

Were B(k, k) also equal to zero, it would follow as in the Introduction

(Formula 11) that the product of three matrices ||F||, ||&v-||, ||X|| of rank «

would be a matrix with every element in the ¡feth row zero ; that is, three

non-vanishing determinants would have a vanishing product. Hence B(k, k)

must be different from zero, and on multiplying X(fc) or Yik), or both, by

proper constants it may be made equal to unity, and these solutions will

from now on be assumed normalized.

Since on setting k' = k in (19') we have

(21) A(k, k) = ÀkB(k,k),

it follows that when the solutions are normalized, A(k, k) has the value 4.
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Incidentally the following theorem has been established:

Theorem ILL For solutions (16) and (16'), it is impossible that Bik,k')

vanish for all values of k' when k is fixed or for all values of k when k'

is fixed.
The advantages of using the solutions (16) and (16') as the coefficients

of the linear transformations to be used in the reduction of the bilinear

forms is at once evident if we apply Theorems I and II to the matrix (11).

We note that the orthogonal properties make Aik, k'), Bik, k') both zero

when k ^ k', and that on account of normalization the remaining terms (in

the main diagonal) may be written ¿¿—¿. This is stated in the form of

a theorem in § 4.

3. Sets of linear equations. Second regular case

When ¿ is a multiple root of the determinant \ay— Xby\, the number

of corresponding linearly independent solutions (16) of (13) may be equal

to or less than the multiplicity. The former case is much simpler and will

be treated in this section. If by a slight change of one or more of the

coefficients ay, by the multiple root of the determinant is broken up into

distinct ones slightly separated, the solutions X, Y of (13) and (14) will be

only slightly altered. These altered solutions are subject to the orthogonal

and normal properties of Theorems I and II, not only with other solutions

but among themselves. It is natural to suppose, on passing back to the

multiple ¿, that when these solutions X, Y have distinct limits the limits

will satisfy the same conditions. That this is true and that this second

case is thus intimately related to the first, we shall now proceed to

demonstrate.

Concerning the solutions of the equations (13), which may be written

in the form

(13') OilXx-\-h dinXn = ¿ (bnXx-\-h binXn),

it is possible to prove the following

Theorem IV. The n solutions (16) of the equation (13) are linearly

independent provided that those corresponding to a multiple characteristic

number ¿ are chosen so as to be linearly independent among themselves.

For if not, let us consider that the matrix of the x's in (16) be of

rank n — m.   Then there exist constants cx,---,cn such that

(22) Claf + ... + cBaf = 0 (j = 1, • • -, n),

where m of the c's may be assigned at random (except that not all are

zero).    On the other hand let us pick out any one of the  equations (13)
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(say the ¿th), give to X each of the characteristic values in succession,

and consider the corresponding solutions. H the equations are multiplied

respectively by ci,C2,•••,en and added, the sum of each column on the

left vanishes, and we have the resulting equation

(23) (i^bñ(Xlclxf+-..^l%en^ + ^^hJ,Kh^-'-^K^y)'

Giving to i its « values, these are « equations with coefficients by, the

determinant of which is by hypothesis different from zero. It follows then

that the corresponding variables are zero:

(24) X1 Clxf + • • • + KW?) = ° (j - 1 ,•••,«).

Since the rank of the matrix of the xf/* is assumed to be « — m, the

values of m of the Aje* may be assigned at random (except that not all

are zero), and the values of the remaining « — m can then be expressed

linearly in terms of those assigned, the coefficients being formed from certain

minors of the x's. But by hypothesis the c's satisfy the equations (22)

and by the same processes « — m of these can be expressed linearly in

terms of m assigned arbitrarily. The coefficients of these linear relations

are compounded from the x's in the same way as they are in the case of

the linear relations obtained from (23). Hence the two sets of coefficients

are equal, and we have

XiCi = kn-m+l Xn-m+l C<n-m+\ 4" • • • 4" kn Xn Cn     (i* = 1, • • •, » — m) ,

Ci  =  kn°-m+l Cn-m+1 ~[-\~ kn Cn (i = 1, ■ ■ ■, «-m) ,

where Cn-m+t,- ■ -,Cn are arbitrary: for example, they may all be zero

except one, and this one may be successively Cn_m+i, • • -, Cn. But this is

only possible when Xx = X2 = ... = Xn, that is when X is an «-tuple root.

But even this case is ruled out, for we assumed that those of the solutions (16)

corresponding to the same characteristic number were chosen linearly

independent. Hence a contradiction is established and the solutions are

linearly independent.

It is possible to proceed further and to show that the solutions corre-

sponding to the multiple characteristic numbers may be so chosen that

the n solutions  (16) and (16')  are normalized  and mutually orthogonal.

As a typical case, let us ussume that there are three characteristic

numbers Xx, all equal, and no others, and show how to set up three

normalized  linearly independent   solutions  having among themselves the
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orthogonal property. In the proof the linearly independent F(1), Y{2), F(8)

will be taken at random and the X's adapted to fulfil the conditions, but

other methods may be used (cf. § 7). Denoting by X(fc,), X(fc>), X(fti) three

linearly independent solutions corresponding to the value of I under con-

sideration, we must first show that there exist constants ax, a2, as, such

that the solution Xw = «1X(ftl) +«gX^ + asX^ satisfies the relations

B(l,l) = 1, 5(1,2) = 0, 5(1,3) = 0. The bilinear relation is linear in

each of the variables and these equations may be written

axB(kx, 1)+ a2B(h, 1) + asB(h, 1) =  1,

(25) a1Bikx,2) + a2Biki,2) + a!iBih,2) = 0,

axBikx, 3) + a2Bik2, 3) + a3Bih, 3) = 0.

The determinant of the coefficients B is the product of three determinants,

as we note from a formula analogous to (11). Since by hypothesis all

three of these determinants |X|, |F| and \by\ are non-singular, the deter-

minant of the 5's is different from zero and the constants a1} «2, «8 may

be determined to satisfy (25).

In similar fashion constants ft1} ß2, ß3 may be determined such that

¿» = AIW + äzw + ^jw

satisfies the relations 5(2, 1) = 0, 5(2,2) = 1, 5(2,3) == 0, and

constants yx, ys, ys such that

X<« = nlw+rslw + ftlw

satisfies the relations 5(3, 1) = 0, 5(3, 2) = 0, 5(3, 3) = 1. That

X(1), X(2), X(8) are linearly independent is easily shown.

The method of treatment used in this special case is of general application.

If besides ¿i, for which the index and solution-multiplicity are assumed to

be q, there are other characteristic numbers ¿¡¡,¿8,.-. the number of

equations in the q variables corresponding to (25) will be q, the other

similar relations being satisfied identically, as may be seen from Theorem II.

The determinant of the 5's cannot be zero, for it is a minor of an n-rowed

determinant which is the product of three determinants whose values are

different from zero; and further all terms of this n-rowed determinant in

the first p rows and p columns except this minor composed of the 5's are

zero.   This completes the proof of the following

Theorem V. When each solution-multiplicity of the solutions of (13) is

unity, it is possible to choose the linearly independent solutions (16) and (16')
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so that they are normalized with respect to the matrix \\by\\ and mutually

orthogonal with respect to both \\ay\\ and \\by\\.

We may note further that Theorem III is valid for this case also.

4. Simultaneous reduction of two matrices.

First and second regular cases

We are now in a position to discuss the simplest case of the simultaneous

reduction of two matrices ||^li¡ and ||P|| to normal forms. Since the first

and second cases treated in §§ 2. 3 are essentially similar they can here

be handled together. The number of primary solutions each of (13) and (14)

is in both cases n.

In reducing simultaneously the matrices ¡|.á¡|, ||P|| the ¿-matrix \\A — XB\\

compounded from them may be considered as playing a fundamental rôle.

Denoting the transposed matrix of the sets of solutions (16) by ||X|| and

the matrix of the sets (16') by ||F|;, and effecting the matrix multiplication

||F||.|j¿-¿P||.!|X||,

we have by Theorems I, II and V and formula (11) this simplest of all

normal forms,

4—x    o     o • • •    o

o    4—x o • • •    o

o        o      o ••• 4—¿II

As was noted in the Introduction, this is equivalent to the following

Theorem VI. By means of linear transformations of the x's and y's

whose coefficients are the columns of (16) and (16') which are respectively

the solutions of the equations (13) and (14) associated with the bilinear

forms A(x, y), B(x, y), these forms are reduced to

B(x,y) = x, yx    -\- x2 y2     -\-f- xn y„,

A(x, y) = ¿, xx yx 4- X2x2y2 -\-1- XnXnyn.

5. Sets of linear derived equations.   Irregular case

The simple cases treated in the previous sections may be considered as

regular. There are irregular cases branching off at several points in the

treatment. Before undertaking a study of these irregular cases let us

discuss a possible conception of their relation to the regular case.

32
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In the irregular case there will be for some ¿ a solution X of the

equations (13) which may be regarded as multiple. By a change of one

of the coefficients ay the root of the determinant \ay — Xby\ can be broken

up into two or more. Denoting by X¿1}, X¿2) two solutions of (13) corre-

sponding to infinitesimally different ¿'s and by F™, Y{2) those of (14), we

have from Theorems I, II

5(X<», Ff) = 0,       5(X«, F«) = 1,

5(Xf, F¿») = 0,       5(X¡2>, F<2>) = 1.

Let us now pass back to the limiting case where ¿ is a multiple foot of

the determinant. When the limiting solutions X(1), X(2) are linearly in-

dependent, as they were in the regular case, discussed in § 3, the same

relations held in the limit:

5(X(1>, F<2>) == 0,       5(X«, F<») = 1,

5(X<2>, F«) = 0,       5(X<2>, F») = 1.

But when in the limit these solutions X coalesce, these four relations must

reduce to a single one, and this turns out to be 5(X, F) = 0. The

limit of such expressions as 5(X(1), F(2)) must be zero while in the case

of 5(X(1), F(1)) the constant multipliers needed to make it unity have

become infinite.

There are not enough linearly independent solutions to make sets such

as (16) or (16'), and the previous method of procedure in the reduction of

pairs of forms breaks down. The difference of two solutions X£\ X£° is

suggested as a substitute for one of them and then the derivative with

regard to ¿ is naturally considered. We shall find that the introduction of

the solutions of derived equations in place of those missing from the set

of primary solutions furnishes the way out of the difficulty.

As we have noted in § 1, for a «-fold zero Xk the ¿-determinant will

have rank n—r where r may have any value from 1 to « and there are

r linearly independent solutions of (13). The numbers q and r which are

both of fundamental significance may be designated respectively the ¿-multi-

plicity and the index of Xk and the r linearly independent solutions of (13)

have been designated primary solutions. When r is less than q, as it is

in the irregular case discussed in this section, corresponding to one or

more of these equal ¿'s there must be solutions which may be conceived

of as multiple solutions of the equations (13). By an alteration of one

of the coefficients ay the q zeros of the ¿-determinant become distinct
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and the q solutions X will also be distinct. On passing back continuously

to the original ay, each of the q distinct solutions X must have a limit.

When the number r of the limiting solutions is less than q, some of them

must be multiple solutions. The numbers of solutions X which have united

to form one of the limiting solutions may be mi, to form another m2, and

to form the rth it may be mr. These numbers mx, ■ • -, mr may be called

the solution-multiplicities of the solutions of the equations in the x's corre-

sponding to this ¿ft and are subject to the relation mx -\- m2 -{- • - • 4- »V = q-

Since multiple solutions of equations or sets of equations are often also

solutions of the corresponding equations formed by taking the derivatives,

it is natural to investigate if something of that sort takes place in this

problem.

Let us now take up the detailed discussion of the irregular case of this

section. For some characteristic number Xk the ¿-index is less than the

¿-multiplicity, and hence not all the solution-multiplicities are unity. By

altering one of the coefficients ay, two roots of the characteristic equation

will be made unequal. Calling them Xx and ¿j 4- A ¿, the corresponding

solutions of (13) xx, •■-, xn and xx-\-Axx, •■-, xn-\-Axn respectively, and

the new a's, ay, and subtracting the two sets of equations we have

Z(alj — Kbij) Axj = AXZ[bij(xj + Axj)],
j j

while on dividing by AX and passing to the limit the relations

(26) Z((kj — Xiby)-jj- = Zbyxj

result. This set of non-homogeneous equations* may be obtained formally

by taking the derivative with regard to X of the set (13), but for our

purposes they may be best written in the form

(26') Z(av~ ¿iby)xj — Zbijxf\
j j

where xj1} are the constants which are the primary solution of (13) for Xx.

* That the equations (26) have a solution may also be seen from another standpoint as

follows. It will be necessary only to show that if the matrix \\ay — X by j| be augmented

by the addition of another column composed of the terms on the right hand side, the rank

is not greater than n — 1. Now, if the rows are multiplied by y**>, • ••, j^11 and each

column is added, the result will be zero. For the first n columns this will be true because

the 4/'s are defined to be the solution of such equations and for the last column because

of the relation B(X(1», Y(1>) = O which we have noted above.

82*
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If ¿i is a triple root, similar procedure shows that the second derivatives

of X satisfy the non-homogeneous equations

(27) $(ay-iiby)^§- » Äf|,

where dxi/dX are the constants which represent the solution obtained from (26).

And if ¿i is a jj-tuple root there are solutions X, dX/dX, -■-, dp~lX/dXf'\

the last satisfying the non-homogeneous equations

(28) £<«,_*„)(*££) _ $*%&.

These equations (26—28) may be designated derived equations and the

solutions will be called solutions* of the derived equations. The non-

homogeneous equations (26-28) may for our purposes best be written

* As examples consider each of four sets of linear equations

(«) (ß) (r) (J)
(1— i)xt = 0,        (1-Qx, = 0, (I — -l)o* =0,        (1 —■*)*, = 0,

(6 — ̂ )Xl = 0, (1 — i)Xi = 0, (1 — *)xt + x, = 0,        (1 — i)x»+Xt — 0,

(c— X)x¡ = 0; (1— /I)*! = 0; (1 — i)Xx = 0;        (1 — ¿)sc, + a-s = 0.

On equating the determinant of the coefficients of («) to zero, we have the characteristic

numbers ). = 1, b, c and corresponding to these are three linearly independent solutions

of («) which may be written (1,0,0), (0,1,0), (0,0,1). In (/S) the characteristic numbers

are equal but the solutions may be written down as in («). In fact (/S) may be regarded

as the limiting case of («) when b and c approach 1. When X is set equal to 1 in

equations («) the rank of the matrix is two while in (ß) it is zero.

In (y) and (d) the determinants again have X as a triple root, there being two linearly

independent solutions, (1,0,0), (0,1,0); and one, (1,0,0), respectively. If one coefficient

be modified slightly the characteristic numbers will be separated and there will be three linearly

independent solutions of the equations in x. On passing back to the original form, two

solutions of (Y) unite in one and the other remains distinct, while in (¿) they all unite in one.

In all three sets of equations (ß), (y), (í), n = 3, q = 3; while r is 3,2,1, respectively.

For (ß), mi = »h = m« = 1 ; for (y), m, = 2, irh = 1; for (S), w, = 3.   In the case of

the set (tí) there will be two successive sets of derived equations,

(«) (0

doh       dx, d2Xz       d2xs       /dxt\'

dxi       dx2 ,,_.. ,,      ,, d2x¡       d2xt  _/ dxx \        ,     , ,     A,

where the primes on the right indicate that the solutions found in the next previous set

of equations are substituted for these symbols.   The augmented matrix in (e) consists of
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(28') Z ( Wj — ¿i bij) xj = Z hj xj,
j j

where the constants xj are the solution of the next preceding derived equation.

The sum of the solution-multiplicities corresponding to ¿ft is v, as we

have seen above; the total number for all ¿'s is « and the sum of the

¿-multiplicities for the various ¿'s is also «. The total number of primary

solutions (that is, solutions of (13) for all values of ¿) is less than « in

the case considered here ; together with the solutions of the derived equations

(26-28 or 28') the total is n. The simplest case, arising when the total

number of primary solutions is «, that is, when there is no multiple solution

of (13), has been called the regular case, and treated in §§ 2-4.

The systems of equations (13) and (14) are called adjoint to one another.

They have the same determinant, the same characteristic numbers, and

the same solution-multiplicités. When there are m linearly independent

solutions of one set, there are the same number of the other. Similar

derived equations may be set up for the y's; corresponding to each X there

will be the same number each of primary solutions and solutions of the

derived equations as there are for the x's.

Corresponding to any X the solutions may be arranged in as many

groups as the index indicates, and within each group the primary solution

may be followed by the successive derived solutions. To every non-singular

matrix || A—XB\\ corresponds then a total of « primary solutions and

solutions of the derived equations in x, and « for the equations in y ; the

totality can for convenience be designated as before in (16) and (16') by

X(1), •■ -, X('l); F(1), • • •, Yin). As Ave shall see in § 6, these solutions when

properly chosen with reference to orthogonalization and normalization

furnish exactly the matrices || X||, || F|| needed to make the transformation

of pairs of bilinear forms to canonical shape.

It may be well here to interpolate some remarks concerning the number

of fundamental solutions on which the primary solutions and the solutions

of derived equations depend.

Because it presents the simplest problem, the case where a ¿-index is

unity will be discussed first.* Let us assume further that the solution-

multiplicity is three.   Designating by S(l) = (£&>, • • •, ?£>) a solution of

four columns and three rows and for À —- l is of rank 2. One solution is (0,1, 0) and from

the theory of linear equations we know that the general solution is (1, 0, 0) + c, (0,1, 0)

= (1, Ct, 0). For (0 the augmented matrix is still of rank 2 while one solution is (0,0,1)

and the general solution is (1,0, 0) + c, (0, 1, 0) + c2 (0, 0,1) = (1, c,, e2). The one solution

of the original set ('J) has been augmented by two others and the solutions (1,0,0), (0,1, 0),

(0,0,1) of (â) and its derived equations play a fundamental rôle in the discussion that follows.

* In this connection, see last foot-note above.
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the equations (13), the rank of the matrix of coefficients on the left of

(26) is n — 1 and since it is known that there are solutions of these non-

homogeneous equations, this matrix augumented by a new column made

up of the terms on the right (after the set of constants S(1) is substituted

for the x's) cannot be greater than n — 1. We may denote by S(2) a

solution of the non-homogeneous equations (26) and note that by the

addition of a constant multiplied by ä(1) this still remains a solution of

(26).    In fact this solution 3"(2) + cä(1) is the most general possible.

Passing now to (27) we note again that the matrix of the coefficients

on the left is of rank (n—1) and that by substituting for the x's on the

right the solutions of (26) and the addition of the column to the already

augumented matrix, the rank does not increase.* Since the solution sub-

stituted in the right-hand side is linearly dependent on the two sets of

constants Üf(1), S(2) the general solution of (27) is linearly dependent on

three. One of these, as may readily be noted from the theory of linear

equations, is Sa). Since one of the solutions substituted into the right

hand side in place of the x's is .s(1), another of these must be S(2), the

third is new and may be denoted by Si3). Since the same considerations

apply to equations (28), we have the following

Theorem VII. Ifli has index unity, the solution of the (p—\)th derived

equation is linearly dependent on p sets of constants. Of these p sets of con-

stants p—1 are solutions also of the (p—2)th derived equation and one is new.

When, however, the index of A¿ is m > 1 there are m linearly independent

primary solutions of (13). If the number p—1 of solutions of derived

equations corresponding to each of these is the same, the m primary solutions

may at first be selected at random (except that they must be linearly in-

* If the matrix 11 a¡j — X hi \ | is extended to the right by the addition successively as

columns of the right hand sides of (26), (27), etc., the resulting matrices have some

interesting properties. Let us suppose, for example, that n = 3 and that there is only

one primary solution. The normal type of the matrix \\atj — ¿&y|| will in this case be

proved later to be (33), the determinant being divisible by (Xi — X)3 but being of rank 2.

The four-column matrix obtained by augmenting it by the right hand side of (26) is,

however, such that all three-column determinants are divisible by (h— -i)2 but not all by

a higher power. The fifth column made up of the right hand side of (27) introduces deter-

minants which are divisible by A — ). but not by a higher power, and this is true even

when the fourth column is left out of consideration. The solutions of the corresponding

equations in the x's are all single-valued ones. The addition of a sixth column made up

of the solutions of the second derived equations introduces determinants which do not

vanish for X = Xt even when the fourth and fifth columns are neglected. There is no

solution of the corresponding equations.

The solution of the equations (26) can be regarded as a double one. In fact each

determinant containing the fourth column is intimately related to the derivative with

respect to ¿ of the determinant of the first three.
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dependent), the solutions of the derived equation corresponding to each

one being then built up. Each of the m solutions of the (p — l)th derived

equations will be linearly dependent on p sets of constants as in the case

where the index is 1, and the total number of different sets of constants

to be considered is mp. As will be shown later (Theorem XI) in order

to satisfy the conditions the primary solutions must finally be chosen so

that each one of any set composed of a primary solution and the solutions

of the corresponding derived equations is orthogonal to all those of any

other set. In fact the nature of the dependence of the primary solutions

finally chosen on the ones selected at random is determined by making

these sets mutually orthogonal. Solutions so chosen may be conceived of

as the limit of separate solutions which have united and will be designated

proper primary solutions. Orthogonality would naturally be expected between

the various groups which form such limiting cases.

When the index of Xi is m but the solutions have not all the same

multiplicity, some adjustment of the linear dependence of the primary

solutions on the set chosen first at random must again be made in order

to insure that solutions of the successive derived equations be orthogonal.

If one primary solution is to have a greater multiplicity than any of the

others, it will necessarily be unique. This proper primary solution will

then be entirely determined by the adjustments necessary to obtain solutions

of the derived equations corresponding to it. On the other hand the multi-

plicity of any solution is not lowered by adding to it a solution of greater

multiplicity and this principle may be used in adjusting the orthogonalization

of the former in making it a proper primary.

Let us proceed now to develop the relations between the various sets

of solutions X and F analogous to those obtained in the regular case in

§§ 2-3.
Theorem VIII. The totality « of solutions consisting of the primary

solutions of (13) or o/(14) together with the solutions of the derived equations

are linearly independent.

Following the method of proof of Theorem IV let us again assume the

matrix composed of the X's to be of rank n—m. There are then constants

Ci, - ■ -, Cn such that

(29) Clxfï + ■ ■ ■ + cnxf = 0,

and of these constants m may be assigned at random. The equations

(26')-(28') may for any particular Xk be written in the form

(30) Za.jXf = X.ZhjXf + *k$haf*>
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where the Xk are n in number, one for each solution whether primary or

of derived equations, and where ek = 0 for a primary solution and = 1

for a solution of a derived equation. Proceeding now as in the proof

referred to, we are led to the following equations analogous to (23):

kj

From them we deduce analogous to (24) the relations

2<J¿,zf+ f/;*f-1)] = 0.

We have here and in (29) two essentially different relations between the

solutions unless all the ¿'s are equal and all c'a zero. But in this event

the index is n and each solution-multiplicity is unity and we have seen

that the solutions can then be chosen linearly independent. We are thus

in every case led to a contradiction and the theorem is established.

To determine the relations between the various primary solutions and

solutions of the derived equations, it is desirable to generalize formulas

(20) and (21) to cover the new types of solutions. In the first place it

may be observed that precisely these same formulas hold if i and j both

designate primary solutions corresponding to distinct ¿'s. More generally

we have by multiplication of the derived equations

2>,-V,).fj
by ylJ) and addition.

(31) A(l,k)-X,B(l,k)

and on multiplication of the derived equations

i
by x® and addition,

(32) A(l,k) — hB(l,k)

The terms on the right of (31) and (32) must be interpreted to be

identically zero provided I, It respectively designate primary solutions.

Theorem IX. If I, 1; correspond to distinct characteristic numbers,

B(l,k) = 0.

For, this being the case when / - 1 and k — mp + 1 designate primary

solutions, it follows from (31) and (32) in  a manner analogous to  that

= B(l—l,k);

i

-- B(l,k—\).
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used in the proof of Theorem I that it is true for I — 2, 3, • ■ •, etc. ;

and by another application of the same argument, that it is true for

k = mp-\-2, trip + 3, • • • ; and hence for all corresponding solutions of

derived equations.

It is next in order to discover the relations between the primary

solutions and solutions of derived equations, corresponding to the same

characteristic number 4> whose index is unity and solution-multiplicity^.

Whether or not there are other solutions, there is a group of p2 terms

B(l, k) (I, k — 1, • ■ ■, p) among which certain equalities exist and certain of

which will be zero. From (31) and (32) we note that B(l— 1, k) = B(l, k—1 )

and hence those terms in the group which occur in any one of the cross

diagonals are equal. Further since B(l, 0) --- 0, we have from this

same equality 0 = B(2, 0) = B(l, 1) and similarly B(2, 1) = 0, ••.

••-,B(p — 1, 1) — 0. On the other hand B(p, 1) cannot be zero; for,

since each solution in this group is orthogonal to those outside, it may

be shown as in Theorem 2 that if this were the case, the solutions

X(1), •■•, X(p) would be linearly dependent, which is contrary to Theorem Vin.

Hence B(p, 1) may be set equal to 1 and from (31) it follows that

A(p, 1) = XiB(p, 1) = ¿,.    It is then possible to state the following

Theorem X. In the group of})2 terms B(l, k) corresponding to a character-

istic number ¿( of index 1 and solution-multiplicity p, terms in any cross

diagonal are equal, all terms above the main cross diagonal are zero, and

bg normalization  each   term in   the main  <ross diagonal  takes  the form

In discussing the relations between the solutions corresponding to a X

whose index is greater than unity, let us, for the sake of definiteness,

denote a set of primary solutions by X(1>, F(1) and the solutions of their

corresponding derived equations by X(2), F(2); ••■; X(m,), F(mi) and a

second set of primary solutions by X(m'+1), Y(m'+1) and the corresponding

solutions of the derived equations by X("l'+2>, Yt"l'+2); ■■■; X("l¡+m'\ F(m'+m*>

and let mx < m2. These primary sets when properly determined may be

conceived of as respectively mx and m2-tuple solutions of the linear equations

(13) for the same X.

From (31) and (32) we derive immediately

Theorem XL If I is a value from one of the following sets and k from

the other, 1, • • ■, mx; mfA-2,-", mx-\-nt%, then B(l—1, it) = B(l, k—1),

provided that if I or k is 1 these values of the B's are understood to be

zero; and further B(l—1, ma 4~ 1) — 0, B(mx-\-l, k—1) = 0.

Corollary. If these B(l, k) are written down in mx rows and m2

columns, then all terms to the left and above the cross diagonal passing

through the upper right hand corner are zero.
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The formulas in Theorems IX-XI automatically hold whatever be the

primary solutions (whether proper or not). That is, they are valid no

matter what (linearly independent) solutions of (13) are chosen to start

with. Proper primary solutions are, however, the limits of solutions which

can be regarded as having been separated by a change of one of the

coefficients and for such primary solutions and corresponding solutions of

derived equations much more drastic conditions are valid. These relations

will now be embodied in

Theorem XII. If I is one of the numbers from the two sets 1, • • •, »h;

wii + 1, • • •, mx + m2 which correspond to two proper primary solutions and

the solutions of the derived equations for the same characteristic number,

and k one of the numbers from the other set, then

B(l,k) == 0.

A part of this result has already been formulated in the corollary above.

As typical of the parts still remaining unproved, let us show that 5(mi

+ m2 — 1, mx) = 0. Since F(1) is an mL-tuple solution, 5(w1 + w2 — 1,1) = 0

is an Mii-tuple relation in yv Hence it may be shown by a method analogous

to that used in the derivation of formulas (26-28) that

Blx<-m>+m--», ^J3 = B(mi + m2 — l, 2) = 0,

B(mi-i-m2 — 1, 3) = 0,    • • •,    B(mx + m2 — 1, mt) = 0.

And in a similar wajr it may be shown that all the other 5's involving

an X from one set and a Y from the other are zero.

6. Simultaneous reduction of two matrices. Irregular case

Preparatory to a discussion of the general theory of the reduction of

a pair of matrices in the irregular case, it is well to consider a couple

of special examples. Let us first treat the case where there is but

one characteristic number Xx, with multiplicity three. The problem is

again that of determining matrices ||X||, || Y\\ so that the product matrix

|| Y || || A + XB || || X || is of a normal type. For this purpose it is necessary

to use the primary solutions X(1), F(1) of the two sets each of three linear

homogeneous equations which correspond to the matrix \\A — XB\\, to-

gether with the solutions of the corresponding derived equations X(2), X(3);

F(2), Y&). It is proposed to show that by such a multiplication the matrix

may be reduced* to

* Cf. second footnote § 5.
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(33)

0 0     ¿, — X

0     Xi — X      1

Xi — X      1 0

In the first place it may be noted from Theorem X that terms in and above

the main cross diagonals are as given in (33) and further that it is necessary

to discuss only B(2, 3) and P(3, 3). If it can be shown that by adjustment

of the solutions of the derived equations these two may be equated to zero,

it follows that the product matrix has the desired form. For, by (31) it

would follow that 4(2, 3) — P(l, 3) 1 and .4(3, 3) = 4-B(3,3)
= 0.

Denoting by X(1) = ¿Sf(u the primary solution and by ■Sfw and Sl3) the

solutions of the derived equations, as discussed in § 5, the problem may

be put in the form of determining constants a and ft such that

X<2> reo. a —(l) X(8> = 3<*> + fi5 m

satisfy the relations #(2, 3) = 0, 5(3, 3) = 0 or in other words

B(3&\ Y&) + aBi3m, F(3>) = 0,     5(5(3), YW) + ftBi3w, F<3>) = 0,

and since, from Theorem X,

B(Sa\ F<80 = BiS<-v, F») = 1,

this is readily done. It may be observed that this procedure changes the

values of none of the terms in the main cross diagonal or above and hence

the result is established.*

* From the relation

1 0

1

A\- A«

1
(a, — /3) (X¡     /¡¡)    ^i — Xs

x,-x    0

0     h- X

0

0

0

0

0

0

Xz — X
1

An Ay

X,-Xi

1

(J,--*,)«.-«

0 xt—x

i,—i   1

1 0

we note that a normal form such as that obtained in Theorem VI may be transformed into

one similar to (33) where the ^-roots  are  distinct.   The new shape might be taken as
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If there were other characteristic numbers each with the index one,

precisely the same procedure would reduce the corresponding square block

of matrix to a form similar to (33), each of which blocks in succession

would be placed below and to the right of the former ones, while by

Theorem XII all the remaining blocks of terms consist of zeros throughout.

The method of procedure is, however, somewhat different when the index

of a X is greater than unity and less than the ¿-multiplicity. As a typical

example let us consider the case Avhere index is equal to 2 and ¿-multi-

plicity to 5. One of the corresponding solution - multiplicities must then

be four or three; which of these it is can be determined by setting up

the derived equations and solving. If the solution is a three-fold only,

the third derived equations will be found to have no possible solution.

Since the case of a three-fold solution and an accompanying two-fold

presents more difficulty, let us discuss it here. We shall show that the

matrices ||X|| and || F|| of primary solutions and solutions of derived

equations can be so chosen that the product takes the form

]\

(34)

o     o  ;.,--;.

o   xt—i   i

o o

o o

o     o,—x  i     o

oooo  xx—x j

ooo   ¿,— x   i

The groups of 2 by 3 terms in the upper right and lower left corners

will be zero when the primary solutions are properly chosen (Theorem XII).

In each of the other groups the terms in and above the main cross diagonal

will be after normalization as they appear in (34). By adding a constant

times the primary solution to each of the corresponding solutions of the

derived equations the other terms may be adjusted as in the first problem

normal for the regular case, but it is neither as elegant nor so simple to handle as that

chosen. However, on passing to the limit and making the roots equal, this becomes the

normal shape for this irregular case and is from this standpoint of considerable interest.

It is worthy of note that the multiplying matrices which correspond to these trans-

formations of the x's and y'a can be regarded as solutions of linear equations connected

with the original form. These equations bear a marked resemblance to the primary and

derived equations necessary to obtain the matrices ||X|| and || Y\\ used in the reduction

to the shape (33). For example, to obtain the second row of the first matrix the equations

have the form

Z(au-Kblj)y^=ZbiJy\l>

where the #'.'> on the right  are  constants which are  solutions of the primary equations

for X = X,.
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discussed above. Such adjustment does not alter in any way the terms

of (34) already determined. The reduction to the form (34) is then

completed.

We may now formulate the following

Theorem XIII. By means of linear transformations of the x's and y s

whose coefficients are respectively the n2 constants made up of: (1) properly

chosen primary solutions of the equations (13) and (14) associated with the

Mlinear forms A(x,y), B(x,y); and (2) the corresponding solutions of the

derived equations, reduction takes place as follows:

(m, mi—1 \

ZXiXm-i+iy; + Z xmi-i+xyi+ij

(m,-\-m, mi-\-nit—1 \

Z    4*2m, ; m,-i-\-iyi 4"       Z      X2m,-\-m,-i+iyi+l I 4" * ' •
wii+1 m,+l /

(n n—l \

2j      XpX2n-m-i\iyi-\-      Z      X2n-m-i+iyH\U
n— mr+l m—mp+l ]

mi                              m,-\-nit

B(x,y)   ==   Zxm,-i+l'yi-\-    Z    X2ml+m,-i+iyi-\-
1 OTi+1

+ z X2n—m—i-i-l y i,

where Xx,- ■ ■, Xp are characteristic numbers, each being repeated a number

of times equal to its index, and where the solution-multiplicities are

mi, • ■ ■, mp respectively (m, 4" m2-\- - • ■ -\- mp = «).

It is now but a step to a solution of the problem of equivalence of

pairs of bilinear forms.

Theorem XIV. In order that tivo pairs of bilinear forms Ai(x,y),

Biix,y) and A2ix,y), B2ix,y) be equivalent it is necessary and sufficient

that the X-polynomials be identical and that the corresponding indexes and

the. corresponding solution-multiplicities be the same.

7. Reduction of pairs of quadratic and hermitian forms

It may be well to note some of the modifications of the treatment of

§§ 1—6 which are necessary in order to specialize our theory for the

cases of quadratic and hermitian forms.

In the case of quadratic forms the matrix A — XB is symmetric and the

two sets of linear equations associated with it and corresponding to (13)

and (14) are identical. When each of the solution-multiplicities is unity,

the two sets of solutions (16) and (16') are identical and the discussion

proceeds by replacing the y's by the x's; but when the solution-multiplicity
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is greater than unity the solutions of the derived equations are not unique,

and we have seen fit in some cases to leave an originally chosen set of t/'s

fixed and manipulate the x's to satisfy the prescribed conditions. However,

the methods used can be modified without much difficulty to cover the

case of the quadratic forms. As an example of the only type of modifi-

cation necessary, let us prove Theorem V for solutions associated with

quadratic forms.

Denoting as before by X(k,), X(fc,), X(fei) the linearly independent solutions

originally chosen, it is possible first to show that constants a, ft, Y can be

determined so that

X« — a X^ + ftX™ + yX<*">

is normalized. For, if not, 5(1, 1) would vanish identically in a, ft, y;

and this involves

B(ki, h) = B(kx,h) = B(ki, ks) = 0,

which is a contradiction of Theorem IV.

Let X(fe) and X(ft "' denote a second and third set which form with X(1) line-

arly independent solutions of (13) for this value of A. If X(fe) is not already

orthogonal to X(1) it may be made so by adding to it «X(1).   For, since

5(X(fc') + «X«, X<») se B(k', 1) + «5(1, 1),

it may be made zero by a proper choice of «. Similarly X*'^, if not

already orthogonal to X(1), may be made so by adding to it ftXm. The

solutions X<u, IftH«i(1), X*"> + /8XW satisfy the conditions of linear

independence, for any linear relation between them is also a linear relation

between X(1), X*'1, X(,c"-', which were assumed linearly independent.

Let us proceed now with these two solutions which have been built up

orthogonal to (1). Any linear combination of them will be orthogonal

to X(1) and we can so determine the combination that a normalized solution

results. For if not, we would have an identical relation in the multipliers

which gives B(k', k') = 0, B(k', k") = 0 and from Theorem IV we note

that this is not compatible with B(k', 1) = 0. Denoting by X(2) this second

solution and by X(i) a third solution, linearly independent of X(1), X(2), we

can determine a, ß, Y so that X(3) = a Xa)-\-ft X(2)-\-y X® is normalized

and orthogonal to X(1) and X(2).    For,  the equations involved reduce to

aB(l,l) + ßB(l,2) + yB(l,l) = 0,

«5(2, l) + ßB(2, 2)-r-yB(2, I) = 0,

aB(l, l) + ßB(l, 2) + rB(l, I) = —,
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and in solving for a, ft, y the denominator determinant consisting of the

coefficients on the left may be proved different from zero, in a manner

analogous to that used with (25). Since B(l, 1) = B(2, 2) 4 1,

.6(1, 2) = .5(2, 1) = 0, solution for y has for numerator lly and hence

y2 = c 4 0, and from this a and ft are readily found.

Theorem XV. If the form Bix,x) is definite, each solution-multiplicity

is unity.

The A-determinant in this case has real roots only and (13) has real

solutions. In order that the solution-multiplicity be greater than unity we

have seen in § 5 that it is necessary and sufficient that Bik, k) = 0,

where k denotes one of the primary solutions. But this is not possible

for a real definite quadratic form.

As a simple example of the comparative elegance of this new theory

of the reduction of quadratic forms, let us consider the reduction to normal

type of a single quadratic form A(x, x) in « variables and of rank m.

In the literature this is done by discussing separately the elimination of

the «—m superfluous variables and the reduction of the resulting form

by m distinct steps, each time simplifying the problem by separating out

one variable. The procedure in each of these steps is different according

as there does or does not exist a term in the main diagonal different from

zero. On the other hand, from the new point of view let us take the

auxiliary form B(x, x)=2xx2 and consider the pencil A—XB. There

will be « roots of the ¿-determinant of which «—m will be zero. The

linear equations (13) have always real solutions of multiplicity unity and

the matrix ||X|| obtained by solving them represents an orthogonal trans-

formation which reduces A(x, x) to the form 2™¿¿x2.

Let us now elaborate somewhat the developments which concern a pair

of hermitian forms. These forms may be considered as a generalization

of the real quadratic forms and perhaps their increasing importance in

mathematical theory is due in part to the possibility of discussing their

minimum properties (which we shall do in II).

Let \\A\\ and ||i?|| be the matrices of two linearly independent hermitian

forms,

A(z,z) ^Zd-ijZiZj,     B(z,z) =ZbijZi~Zi    (mj = äjt, hj — bji),

of which B is non-singular. For any real X, A-\-XB is also an hermitian

form and will take on real values only. The coefficients of X in the

¿-determinant will be real, and hence those characteristic numbers which

are not real will occur in conjugate pairs. From the relation A(k, k)

= XkB(k,k) we note that the real hermitian forms must both be zero

for a complex characteristic number.    If B is definite or more generally
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if each solution-multiplicity is unity, all the characteristic numbers must

therefore be real. If the form B(g, z) is definite, each solution-multiplicity

is unity, as may be proved in a manner analogous to Theorem XV.

The reduction of pairs of hermitian forms to normal hermitian types

proceeds as in §§ 4, 6 with small modifications of the same general character

as those indicated above for quadratic forms. The types are not different

from those obtained by other methods. * Some further comments concerning

the problem may, however, be in order.

For any real X the solutions of the equations corresponding to (13) will

be conjugate to those corresponding to (14); where X is complex the solution

of (13) will be conjugate imaginary to those of (14) for X, and the same

remarks hold for the derived equation, as may be seen by a study of (30)

and its conjugate equation. Hence a complete set of solutions such as

(16) will be matched with a conjugate set such as (16') but not always

in the same order.

We note here, then, that the matrix after the usual multiplication by

the matrices of primary and derived solutions may not be hermitian. When

the solution-multiplicities are all unity the corresponding elements of the

two matrices of solutions xf and yf> will be conjugate imaginary and

the product matrix will be hermitian. But if there are complex X's, the

product matrix will not be hermitian unless the solutions are rearranged

so as to make the corresponding solutions conjugate imaginary. This may,

however, be done by interchanging in one of the matrices the two sets

of solutions corresponding to X and X. To exhibit a special example where

the product matrix is made hermitian by such a process we write down

the normal form for a matrix where there are two conjugate imaginary

characteristic numbers A,, A,, each of which has index one and solution-

multiplicity two:

0 0 0     A,—A

0 0     A,—A      1

0 A,—A     0 0

A, —A      1 0 0

* See Hilton,   Linear Substitutions, p. 180.    Also Logsdon, Equivalence and reduction

of pairs of hermitian forms, American Journal of Mathematics, vol.44, pp. 247-60.
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